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Introduction
The lack of a parallel 1/0 library which (i) allows multiple processors to read from or write to a single "logical" file and (ii) runs efficiently on a large number of parallel computing platforms has motivated the implementation of the current 1/0 scheme within the parallel versions of the analysis codes DYNA3D [l], NIKE3D [2] and PING [3] . With regard to the output files produced by these codes, this 1/0 scheme writes a separate set of data files of a given type (Le. plot, time-history and restart data bases) from each processor that takes part in the calculation. Each processor writes only the data that is associated with its subdomain, according to the spatial domain decomposition information in the partition assignment file which is produced by the PartMesh [6] preprocessing utility.
The difficulty with this 1/0 scheme is evident when one realizes that the visualization postprocessing tools GRIZ [4] and THUG [5] currently operate only in a serial mode. Recent experience has shown that the analysis codes are usually the first to be ported to run on parallel computing platforms, followed at a later data by the pre-and post-processing tools. While it is possible to analyze the data in each of the processor-local data bases independently, this approach becomes unmanageable as the number of processors increases into the massively parallel realm of computing. I t is also not clear that analysis of individual subdomains will provide the same degree of insight that the analysis of the complete domain provides. This difficulty in analysis is further complicated by domain decompositions of unstructured meshes which do not produce spatially contiguous subdomains.
As an interim solution to the problem of parallel 1/0 and visualization of unstructured mesh problems, we have developed a set of post-processing utilities that merge the multiple data bases produced by a parallel calculation into a single data base with the data in global order. The CombinePlt and CombineThs merging utilities are designed to perform this function for the plot and time-history data bases, respectively. These are serial utilities that can be executed either on a workstation or on a single node of a parallel computer. The only requirement of the computing platform is that it a.llow for a 32-bit IEEE word format, since this is the format required by GRIZ and THUG to analyze the data files on an SGI workstation. The multiple sets of data files produced by the individual processors in a parallel calculation are processed in a sequential fashion. The utilities read in the processor-local data from each of the input data bases and then map the data into global order prior to writing it to a single output data base.
The following section discusses how to execute the CombinePlt and CombineThs utilities, as well as how the various sections of the plot and time-history data bases are. organized within the input and output data base files. The layout of data within the current (TAURUS compatible) version of the plot and time-history data bases is defined in Sections 3 and 4, respectively.
The CombinePlt and CombineThs Utilities
Once the analysis codes have produced N p independent sets of plot or time-history data base files, where X p is the number of processors taking part in the calculation, the CombinePlt and CombineThs utilities are used to merge the data sets into a single plot or time-history data base. The procedure maps the data in processor-local order in the input data files into global order in the output data file.
Command Line Arguments for the Merging Utilities
To execute either of the data-base merging utilities, type: combinedb in.put-root-name output-root-n.ame partition-name input-size-flag material-flag where the suffix "db" is either " p l t " for a plot data base or "ths" for a time-history data base. The arguments input-root-n.ame and output-root-name are required to specify which data base files are to be processed and what the resultant data base files are to be called. The name of.the partition assignment file produced by the PartMesh pre-processing utility is t o be supplied for the argument partition-name. The argument input-size-flag specifies the word size of the files that are t o be processed: 0 for 32-bit IEEEformat files or 1 for 64-bit IEEEformat files. Finally, the argument materialL,f?ag allows the user t o specify the meaning of the material entry for each element in the data base: 0 for the material number in the input data base or 1 for the processor that the element is assigned to. The merging utilities produce familied files which are named as follows:
where nn is the family suffix number of the file.
The numbering convention for familied files is as follows: the first file in a family has no suffix, the nest file has the suffix nn = 01, followed by nn = 02, etc. The length of the suffix will change to 3 characters for nn 2 100, to 4 characters for M 2 1000, etc.
The format 6f the information in the partition assignment file partition-name is described in Reference [GI. The merging utilities read this file to determine:
(1) The number of processors, and hence the number of input data bases, ( 2) The global number of nodal points and elements which comprise the mesh, ( 3) The number of nodal points and elements assigned to each subdomain or processor, and (4) The indices of the nodal points and elements assigned to each of the subdomains or processors.
The assignment information (item four) represents the local-to-global map which is used to rearrange the processor-local data in the input files into the global order in the output files.
The input word size argument input-size-flag allows the user to specify whether the analysis code which produced the data files was run on a 32-bit (Meiko CS-2, Intel Paragon, IBM SP-2) or 64-bit (Cray T3D) parallel computer. If the analysis codes wrote the data with a 64-bit IEEE word format (input-size-flag = l), the merging utilities will convert the input data to 32-bit IEEE format prior to writing the output files. This permits analysis of data files produced by the Cray T3D MPP with the GRIZ and THUG post-processors on an SGI workstation.
The material description argument material-flag allows the user to specify the meaning of the material entry that is associated with each element in the geometry and connectivity section of the output (global) data base. For material-flag = 0 it represents the material number that is used to describe the constituitive properties of the element in the analysis code, while for material-Fag = 1 it represents the number of the processor that the element was assigned t o during the parallel calculation.
Data-Section Distribution Within and Across Files
Before proceeding to a detailed description of the data layout within the various sections of the the plot and time-history data bases (control data, geometry and connectivity data, and result data sections), it is useful to discuss how those sections are distributed within and across files. The situation is complicated by the fa.ct that the data distribution scheme is different for the files produced by the analysis codes and by the merging utilities.
Files Produced by the Analysis Codes
The analysis codes employ an 1/0 package that was developed by Steven Sackett in the early 1980s which is based upon Fortran direct-access, binary reads and writes. This scheme utilizes a fixedrecord length buffer for temporary data storage, which is filled prior to issuing a read or write command. M'hile the length of this record/buffer Lb,f is configurable at compile time, the convention has been to make this a power-of-two multiple of 512 words. By default, DYNA3D and NIKE3D use a 512 word record length, while PING uses a 4096 word record length.
The maximum size of any member of a familied set of files Ljile,maz is also configurable at compile time. In addition, the size of the geometry/connectivity (LgJ and result (LreS) data sections is problem dependent, as shown below in Sections 3 and 4. A given data base contains only one control data a.nd one geometry/connectivity data section, but can contain several result data sections. This level of complexity has lead to the following convention for the distribution of data sections within and across files:
0 If a file is large enough to contain an in,tegraZ number of data sections, then it will do so.
0 If a file is smaller than a given data section, then that data section will be split across multiple files.
0 A data section will only be written to a file location other than the beginning of the file if the file is large enough to contain the entire data section.
In general, the individual files for a given data base may have a number of different lengths, depending upon the size of each of the data sections and the maximum file size. However, for each of these scenarios, the file size will always be an integral multiple of the buffer length
even if the amount of data that needs to be written to the file is not an integral multiple of the buffer length! The "extraneous" information at the end of the files represents the remainder of a buffer which was previously written to ,the file.
Since the final file in a plot or timehistory data base may be padded with extraneous information, the convention that is used to signal the end of the data base is to place a negative time word (usually -99999.0) directly after the last valid result data section in the data base.
Files Produced by the Merging Utilities
The merging utilities are written in C and employ a variable-record length, binary 1/0 scheme. This allows the merging utilities to utilize a much simpler data-section distribution scheme than the one discussed above:
0 The control data and geometry/connectivity data sections are always written to the first familied file (the file without a suffix number).
0 Each result data section is written to a separate file.
In general, this data-section distribution scheme results in a family of output files which have only two sizes, but with many more members comprising the family than the scheme described in the previous section.
The rearrangement of data sections within files that is inherent in the merging process also has a number of advantages relative to the previous scheme:
(1) There is no extraneous information at the end of the files.
(2) The file numbering scheme allows one to easily determine where to locate the result data section for a given simulation time. Such a determination is very complicated under the previous scheme.
(3) The comparison of plot data bases produced on differing number of processors is relatively simple: each of the files in one output family can be d i f f ed against those in the other family.
Differing results can be localized to a given simulation time.
Note that the third item is only applicable to the plot data bases that are merged by CombinePlt. This type of comparison is possible because the result data for each of the nodal points and elements in the mesh are written in global order to the plot data base, which is a requirement for post-processing with GRIZ or TAURUS. In contrast, since (i) the time-history data base consists of result data for a selectedsubset of the nodal points and elements in the mesh, (ii) the nodal points and elements within a time-history block may be divided across processors (and even replicated across processors in the case of nodal points which lie on processor boundaries) and (iii) the THUG post-processor does not require that the time-history result data be ordered in a global sense, no attempt was made to write the result dat.a in global order (or to remove replicated nodal point data) within the time-history data bases that are merged by CombineThs.
Since the data base files produced by the merging utilities do not contain extraneous information, there is no need to include an extra result-data section file with a negative time word to signal the end of the data base. The data base ends with the last sequentially number file in the family.
A s a final note, it should be pointed out that the merging utilities may be used to rearrange the data in either a plot or time-history data base that is produced by a serial ( N p = 1) calculation. In this case, the user can manually create a simplified (three line) version of the partition assignment file which contains only the global nodal point and element information, as well as the number of processors (see Reference [6] for a complete description of the data format within the partition assignment file). When the number of processors is set to one, the merging utilities will not read the remainder of the partition assignment file, hence no local to global mapping is performed, and the net effect of the effort is to rearrange the data sections within the files.
Plot Data Base Description
The current form of the plot data base was originally designed to work with the TAURUS post-
The format of this data base is also compatible for analysis with the GRIZ post-processor [4] . The plot data base is composed of at least three sections: a section of control data which provides the problem parameters, a geometry and connectivity section which defines the computational mesh, and at least one plot state or "snapshot" of various nodal and elemental results of the simulation for all of the nodal points and elements which form the computational mesh.
The Control Data Section
The control data section comprises the first 64 words of the plot data base. All of the entries in the control data section are integers. This section consists of problem description parameters in the order shown in Table 1 . 
The Geometry and Connectivity Data Section
The geometry and connectivity data describes the initial coordinates of the nodal points, the connectivity of elements t o nodal points and the material type of each element. This section occurs only once in the data base. The nodal point coordinates are floating-point numbers, while the nodal connectivities and material types are integers. This data follows the control data in the plot data base, starting at word G4. The order of this data is shown in Table 2 .
The Plot-State Data Section(s)
The plot-state data section (s) contains, in general, both nodal-point and element based simulation results for each of the nodal points and elements which comprise the mesh. A given plot data base will usually contain several state data sections, corresponding to the various times during the simulation at which the data base was dumped. All of the entries in the state data section are floating-point numbers. The order of this data is shown in Table 3 . A single word will be output for each element, either 1.0 if the element was still active at the time that the given state was written, or 0.0 if the element had been deleted prior to the state being written. 
Coordinates, if IU = 1:
Velocities, if IV = 1 and ICODE = 2 or ICODE = 6:
(1) z Velocity (2) y Velocity 4 
Time-History Data Base Description
The current form of the time-history data base was originally designed to work with the TAURUS post-processor [7] . The format of this data base is also compatible for analysis with the THUG post-processor [5] . The time-history data base is similar to the plot data base described above. It is composed of at least three sections: a section of control data which provides the problem parameters, a geometry and connectivity section which defines the computational mesh, and at least one timehistory state or "snapshot" of various nodal and elemental results of the simulation for a specified subset of the nodal points and element which form the'computational mesh.
The Control Data Section
The control da.ta section comprises at Eeast the first 64 words of the time-history data base. All of the entries in the control data section are integers. This section consists of problem description parameters in the order shown in Table 4 .
There are a small number of differences in the first 64 words of the control-data sections of the 
N U M S T = N S T H + N S T B + N S T S ) .
Finally, the entry at file address 35 in the plot data base representing the element activity flag .4CTIV is replaced by a blank entry in the time-history data base.
Following the first 64 words in the data base, the nodal-point and element time-history blocks are defined. Each block is defined by the minimum and maximum nodal-point or element within the block. Therefore, starting at file address 64, there are 2 * N U M D S words which define the nodal point blocks, followed by 2 * IVSTH words which define the hexahedral element blocks, then 2 * N S T B words that define the beam element blocks and finally 2 * N S T S words which define the shell element blocks. 
The Geometry and Connectivity Data Section
The geometry and connectivity data section for the time-history data base is identical to the data that is written to the plot data base. See Table 2 for a description of the layout of the data in this section.
The Time-History Data Section(s)
The time-history data section(s) contains, in general, both nodal-point and element based simulation results for a selected subset the nodal points and elements which comprise the mesh. A given timehistory data base will usually contain several time-history data sections, corresponding t o the various times during the simulation at which the data base was dumped. All of the entries in the time-history data section are floating-point numbers. The order of this data is shown in Table 5 .
There are five subsections to the time-history data section, which are organized into data associated with mesh-integrated global variables, nodal points and hexahedral, beam and shell elements.
Since not all of these subsections are required in a given data base, those subsections that are included each begin with a single word which represents the simulation time at which the corresponding timehistory dat.a was dumped. Hence, it is possible to have up to five time words in a single time-history data section.
Note that. the amount of nodal-point data that is written to the time-history data base assumes a three-dimensional simulation. Therefore, nine words are written per selected nodal point when I U , IT' and I A are each set to 1, but only seven words are written when I A = 0, since a blank word is written after the u, entry.
Also note that. the hexahedral and shell element subsections each contain result data, as well as element-connected nodal point data, but that the beam element subsection contains only result data. 
